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A
nother year, another set of challenges, and preparation 
for compliance with new US and European security 
standards – and those of other jurisdictions – is likely to 
be among the topics on many companies’ agendas. 
As the article ‘IT, security & liability’ illustrates (pages 

40-43), there is an increasing amount of overlap between security 
issues, industry initiatives such as e-freight, and the potential of 
technology to both generate and protect against liability claims, 
and this article raises some interesting themes.

The much-neglected topic of ULD handling is explored in the  
‘Standard procedure’ article on pages 22-27, in response to the 
publication of IATA’s ULD Regulations manual. It has potential 
implications for damage limitation, aircraft safety, training 
programmes and the harmonisation of standards across the ULD 
operational chain – and mostly positive ones. 

Our opening feature this issue focuses on a continent that has 
generated a lot of interest of late – Africa. Despite on-going military 

on this great continent can boast economic growth levels that 
developed countries can only dream of – and that investors and 
business owners are now acting upon. 

The feature on perishables focuses mainly on Africa, India and 
the Americas, but with a global overview, identifying the continuing 
opportunities this sector offers, and the on-going challenge in some 
of these emerging markets of providing the right airport handling 
facilities – and trained staff – to support the business.

things, the urgent need for infrastructure and handling upgrades at 
some airports within southeast Asia, to meet rising demand.

Other features include an interview with Steve Gunning, MD of 
IAG Cargo (pages 16-20), focusing on the merger of the cargo 
businesses of BA, Iberia and Bmi, including its approach to cargo 
handling alignment.  The ‘Forwarder focus’ article (pages 34-
37) highlights the views, priorities and frustrations of three senior 
multinational forwarding executives – always interesting reading. 

focuses on some rare joined-up-thinking in airport cargo facility 
development in the UK – a reminder, should we need one, that 
there is more to this city than its football clubs. Just don’t let Sir Alex 
Ferguson hear you saying that.
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T
he economic challenges 
elsewhere in the world have 
naturally turned the atten-
tion of air freight forwarders, 
carriers and handlers to any-

started to get the attention of the world for 
economic rather than humanitarian rea-
sons. Africa remains a relatively small air 
freight market in global terms, currently 
contributing just a few per cent to global air 
cargo revenues, but with more than half its 
countries experiencing annual GDP growth 
averaging more than 5%, it provides a wel-
come change from stagnant or shrinking 
markets in Europe, Asia and North America. 

Charles Brewer, MD of DHL Express for 
sub-Saharan Africa, forecasts a continu-
ing boom in the region’s trade, led by the 
technology and healthcare sectors and by 
new oil and gas discoveries, although he 
says there are still numerous challenges 
around infrastructure, labour relations 
and the ease of trade within the region 
which need very urgent attention. 

“Emerging markets such as those in Af-
rica continue to outpace Western econo-
mies,” he says. “While Africa only contrib-
utes 3% of the global economy, 28 of the 
52 countries have 5% average economic 

annual growth and countries like Ghana, 
Ethiopia, Liberia, Mozambique, Niger and 
Uganda could potentially grow up to 10%.”

Colin Baldwin, senior VP Africa for 
Swissport Cargo, says that of the global 
carriers, Middle Eastern airlines such as 
Emirates and Qatar Airways have added 
the most African destinations to their net-
works, while Far Eastern carriers are look-
ing to operate via South Africa or Kenya 
and onwards into West Africa. 

Duncan Watson, Emirates SkyCargo’s 
VP for Africa, observes:  “Airlines have 
taken Africa a lot more seriously in the 
last 18 months.” 

However, broader political issues and 
security considerations are never far 
below the surface on this turbulent con-

rorist attack in Algeria have underlined.  
ECS Group, the Paris-headquartered 

GSA network, announced only in Decem-
ber that it had taken a controlling interest 
in a new West African cargo airline, Niger 
Air Cargo, launched in collaboration with 
a local private investor. A weekly MD-11 or 
DC-10 freighter service was planned from 
Liège to Niger’s capital and largest city, 
Niamey, on similar lines to the services 
Avient Aviation, an existing ECS client, 

Strong growth 
in many African 

markets has 
encouraged the 

air freight sector to 
take the continent 
far more seriously 

in the last 18 
months, reports 
Martin Roebuck
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line into Africa led Martinair to partner 
with Kenya Airways to launch a B747 
freighter service, the so-called ‘Safari 
Flight’, connecting Guangzhou with Nai-
robi and Lagos, though the frequency has 
reduced from bi-weekly to weekly.  

However, Desert says exports from Afri-
ca to South America, the Middle East and 
Asia are running strongly, together with 
intra-Africa services. In the last two years, 
AF-KL-MP Cargo has opened new stations, 
or reinforced its presence, in Kigali, Lu-
saka, Harare, Dar es Salaam, Monrovia 
and Freetown. The group has increased 
its payloads thanks to larger passenger 
aircraft on routes to Dakar and Nouak-
chott, and has increased frequencies to 
Libreville, Conakry and Malabo.

The development of local sub-hubs is 
opening up the main-deck opportunity 
into challenging locations such as Douala, 
and the group has also worked on offering 
reliable overland on-forwarding solutions, 
for example between Brazzaville and 
Pointe-Noire.

“We aim to further develop business in 

chinery to and from West Africa, but lack of 
infrastructure, political instability and other 
constraints can sometimes pose challenges 

to our ambitions,” Desert admits.
Like many of its competitors, Turkish 

Airlines has targeted the Africa market, 
adding a host of new passenger destina-
tions in the west and north of the conti-
nent especially.

“The growth trend in Africa is dramati-
cally better than elsewhere,” says Gökmen 
Elkas, cargo sales and marketing manager. 
“When we look at the big picture, we see 
that the African outbound cargo market 
was around 3.6% higher, year on year, in 

out of Europe were stagnant.”
Turkish saw its own African cargo uplift in-

crease by 15% to 315,000 tonnes in 2012. 
It is looking for a similar increase this year 
as it adds main-deck capacity. The propor-
tion of cargo Turkish carries in its freighters 
increased from 23% to 35% last year, and 
four more A330-200Fs are scheduled to 

IAG Cargo introduced a B747-8 freighter 
service to Johannesburg and Nairobi at 
the end of 2011. Tony Snell, commercial 
manager for Middle East and Africa, says: 
“Volumes held up well last year compared 
to other markets and we are optimistic 
that the Middle East and Africa will re-
main relatively strong, given the continu-
ing demand from supermarkets for fresh 
African-grown produce.”

However, IAG has witnessed a decline 
in automotive shipments between South 
Africa and central Europe. Snell says the 
carriers that regularly ship auto parts are 
“pursuing more aggressive strategies in a 
highly competitive marketplace”.

European export yields have also 

ways, although overall cargo volume is up 

operates between Liège and eight West 
African destinations.

Promising “unique logistics solutions in 
the region”, ECS CEO Bertrand Schmoll 
sees intra-African business opportunities, 
especially in Nigeria and Mali, based on 
cargo such as communications equip-
ment, apparel, healthcare products, fresh 
food and relief goods. A large warehouse 
was planned for Niamey.

in Mali and the terrorist attack in Algeria 
could have on these plans. But Baldwin 
fears the whole region is being held back 

sport has a small cargo handling operation 
in Algeria and is looking closely at West Af-
rica, but the two years of unrest has hit the 
air freight industry hard, he says.

Undaunted, Emirates is pushing ahead 
with its launch of an Algiers passenger ser-
vice on 1 March. It hopes to carry inbound 
supplies to Algeria’s oil and gas market as 
well as opening new export routes for fro-

Emirates is seeing healthy double-digit 
increases in both directions in its African 
cargo business. Watson says demand 
from a growing middle class in markets 
such as Nigeria and Kenya, following the 
pattern previously seen in India and Chi-
na, is driving imports.

Florence Desert, VP for France, Africa 
and overseas territories at Air France-
KLM-Martinair Cargo (AF-KL-MP), says Af-
rican volumes and revenues were stable 
in 2012, both north and southbound, and 
highlights Cameroon, Mauritania, Equato-
rial Guinea and Angola as markets that 
performed above average.

The emergence of the Chinese supply 

&

Desert: Infrastructure and political instability 
sometimes pose challenges to ambitions
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Rising promise of Africa’s most-populous nation
Nigeria’s air freight imports totalled more than 90,000 tonnes in 2012, while exports 
were 20,000 tonnes, an overall increase of more than 16% on 2011, according to 
Norbert Bielderman, COO of Nigerian Aviation Handling Co (Nahco Aviance). 

most-populous nation undoubtedly holds tremendous future potential.

Nahco handles around 75% of Nigerian 
air freight, principally at Lagos, Abuja, Port 
Harcourt and Kano, and picked up new 
cargo contracts last year from Singapore 
Cargo and Kenya Airlines/Martinair. Major-
ity state-owned until 2005, Nahco is now 
a public company. The Nigerian handling 
market has gradually opened to competi-
tion and four companies are currently 
licensed, Bielderman explains: Nahco, 
Skyway (SAHCOL), PAHCOL, and Swissport 
– which is not yet active in cargo handling. 

Nahco is the only ground handling 
company in West Africa to have achieved 
IATA’s ISAGO safety accreditation. Follow-
ing recent investment of US$17 million at 
Lagos, the company has created what 
Bielderman claims is the largest facility of 
its kind in sub-Saharan Africa.

“Apart from expanding the ware-
house, we invested in large cold room 

and freezer facilities in both import and 
export, dedicated dangerous goods 

semi-automated handling system. Full 
CCTV has been put in place, and we 
upgraded our IT,” he says.

He admits that West Africa is “not yet 
where it should be” in terms of airport 
infrastructure, customs facilitation and 
security procedures. Lagos International, 
for example, has only one international 
and one domestic runway, the latter 
limited to daytime operation due to lack 
of lighting. More private participation in 
airport development and management is 
needed, Bielderman says.

Nahco is playing its part by expanding 
its cargo handling operations outside 

up and running in two more West African 
countries by mid-year.

YOUR CARGO  
WILL VARY.
OUR STANDARDS 
WON´T.
We provide award-winning cargo handling at more  
than 85 airports worldwide – and we do so in full  
accordance with our typically accurate and exacting 
Swiss standards. Every minute, everywhere, and with 
every single piece of cargo you entrust us with.

Learn more at www.swissport.com
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Handling infrastructure remains poor in many 
airports, although improvements are being 
forced through due to pressure from airlines and 
international handling groups

T
he slow pace of aviation liberali-
sation in Africa has meant that 
operations such as air cargo 
handling have not yet made 

seen elsewhere in the world. But larger African 
airlines such as Egyptair, Kenya Airways, Ethiopi-
an Airlines, SAA and Royal Air Maroc may start to 
force changes, believes Swissport’s Colin Baldwin, 
as they plug the gaps left by collapsed carriers in 
countries such as Zambia and the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo. Governments 
have been forced, grudgingly, to 

its 2011 growth rate of more than 10%. Tleli 
Makhetha, general manager of SAA Cargo, 
says exports to South America, China and 
the other BRIC countries are making up for 
the softness in Europe. The carrier services 
these long-haul needs with its passenger air-
craft, mainly reserving its freighters for intra-

“African markets continue on an upward 
trend and our freighter network is expand-
ing rapidly. We have increased schedules to 
Lusaka, Harare, Maputo, Entebbe and Dar es 
Salaam,” he says.

Consignments of textiles, car parts, phar-
maceuticals, electronics and telecoms equip-
ment help compensate for the more seasonal 

stiff competition from other foreign carriers 
who are targeting Africa as a growth market,” 
says Makhetha. “They offer very low rates that 

Figures from Nairobi-based regional opera-
tor Astral Aviation, though very healthy, illus-
trate this pressure on yield. CEO Sanjeev Ga-
dhia says tonnage grew by more than 25% in 
2012, with Juba in South Sudan and Mwanza 
and Dar es Salaam in Tanzania among the 
fastest growing ports of call, but sales rev-
enue growth lagged slightly at 20%. 

But redeployment of capacity to Africa by 
Asian and European airlines, as they try to 
combat the downturn on their traditional east-
west routes, has been positive for Astral, giv-
ing East Africa’s imports and exports a more 
global reach. “Korean Air Lines’ recent launch 

has brought a new interline opportunity and 
has opened up new destinations in Africa for 
Korean electronic products that were not pre-
viously available,” Gadhia says. Astral is set 
to broaden its base this year by opening new 
hubs in Johannesburg and Accra. 

Swissport’s Baldwin observes a big swing 
towards import cargo in the last two years, 
up from 53% in 2010 to more than 66% in 

imports of telecoms, gas and oil equipment, 

But exports from South Africa remain weak, 
and the company handled 12% less cargo 
through its four stations there last year.

Room for 
improvement

Sanjeev Gadhia of Astral Aviation
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welcome in foreign operators.
However, in many countries, little invest-

ment has been made in airport infrastruc-
ture and facilities have become outdated, 
Sanjeev Gadhia of Astral Aviation points out. 
The replacement of bulk-loaded Russian air-

-
riers are making more demands on cargo 
handling services, with greater emphasis on 
palletisation, trimming, weights and balanc-
es, he says. Lack of modern cargo handling 

operators of modern aircraft. 
“Cargo handling capabilities and service 

levels in most African airports are below 
par, especially when the handler is a gov-
ernment entity or belongs to the national 
carrier,” Gadhia says. International cargo 
handling companies still only have a limited 
presence, but where local handlers are able 

performance is gradually improving. And 
the emergence of the internet and mobile 

standards were poorer when the industry 
relied on fax and SITA communications, Ga-
dhia says.

SAA’s Tleli Makhetha claims inadequate 
training of personnel in safety and security 
processes is as much as issue as the lack 
of ground handling equipment and x-ray 
screening facilities.

Tony Snell at IAG Cargo says: “More invest-
ment in airport cold storage facilities would 
strengthen our perishables operation. How-
ever, what is most important is that any 
infrastructure development in Africa keeps 
pace with the expectation and demands of 
global regulatory security standards.”

However, Gökmen Elkas says only one 
of the 31 destinations that Turkish Airlines 
serves in Africa is physically unable to pro-
cess cargo because its security scanning 

that monopoly handlers can dictate terms. 
“If a handling company is state controlled 

or there’s a monopoly in an airport where 
we want to make an agreement, we don’t 
have much chance to negotiate agreement 
terms, service quality and rates,” he says. 
“It’s a great advantage where there are 
more companies in the market.” 

Most airports in East and South Africa 
now have acceptable facilities, according to 
Florence Desert at AF-KL-MP Cargo, but ser-
vices are not always up to European stand-
ards in West and Central Africa and the Gulf 
of Guinea. Alongside the lack of modern 
equipment, sub-standard electrical supply 
and poor IT infrastructure, she says there 

Airport operators are also not focused 
enough on cargo, which means that airlines 
and their handlers have to work creatively to 
maintain an acceptable level of quality. De-
sert says AF-KL-MP Cargo tries to minimise 
the problems by employing its own local 
staff, 190 in all, both on the commercial and 

Nassberg: A good time for a global handler to enter the market 
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we did in Thailand, where our JV has been 
spectacularly successful.”

Airlink’s Johannesburg cargo hub and 
a leased facility in Cape Town have been 
equipped with new pallet-handling and x-
ray screening equipment. AFS is currently 
handling Emirates, and while the search for 
more client airlines continues, Nassberg is 
already setting his sights wider. 

“AFS is our springboard and we will 
expand later this year,” he says. “We’re 

es Salaam, and a new facility is under con-
struction there that will be a change from 
what the market is used to.

“Tanzania has been a monopoly for years. 

slowly changing, even in countries where 
you’d never believe a private foreign compa-
ny would be allowed in to compete against a 
state-owned carrier. They realise they have 
to do this if they are going to attract the traf-

operational side. A support team at central 
level is specialised in African network opera-

as Fresh, Safe and Oil & Gas. 
“Things are progressively changing, and 

we notice some improvements with our 
GHAs. Worldwide handling agents such 
as Swissport, Menzies and Bolloré are be-
coming interested in developing in Africa,” 
notes Desert.

The more commercial, customer-oriented 
approach that comes through privatisation 
requires time and, crucially, political stabil-
ity, but Desert says recent airport expansion 
and improvement projects have helped 
shorten turnaround times and made air 
freight more cost effective.

But Baldwin says it is not that easy. “State-
owned enterprises want inward investment, 
but are reluctant to give up shareholding 
– and we would always want a controlling 
share,” he says.

Swissport opened a $10 million, 
10,000sq metre cargo handling warehouse 
in Nairobi in 2011, replacing a small off-
airport facility, and has a 20-year lease on 
it. More investments and new stations are 
planned.

“The biggest obstacle is getting airport or 
government authorities to issue land-lease 
documents,” Baldwin says. “They talk about 

-
ing. The time frames are longer than in the 

concept to the doors opening.”
Worldwide Flight Services (WFS) recently 

set up Africa Flight Services (AFS) in part-
nership with South African regional airline 
SA Airlink, which operates to 30 destina-

and BAe aircraft. “Africa has been avoided 
to a large extent, and was the only part of 
the world where we were not present,” says 
Barry Nassberg, executive VP and chief op-

for a global handler to enter the market.”
WFS holds a 60% share in the venture. 

“We could have gone in as a wholly owned 
operation but it would have been more 
challenging to secure the facilities,” Nass-
berg says. “Instead we have mirrored what 

The region is ready to embrace initiatives 
such as e-freight but many countries so far 
lack the competencies, Nassberg believes.

But Baldwin disagrees. Africa is “ab-
solutely ready” for new, tougher security 
regimes and electronic declarations, he 
says. “Swissport South Africa has already 
handled more than 8,000 e-freight ship-
ments. It’s a small but growing percent-
age and we’re quite pleased. In Tanzania 
and Kenya we’re in the hundreds. There 
will be more emphasis on it through 
2013, but telecoms downtime and regu-
lar power failures are still an issue out-
side South Africa,” he observes

Despite such external problems, quality 
of service is “often better than that of our 
western colleagues”, Baldwin stresses. 
“We’re impeccable in terms of on-time air-
craft departures, something like 99.99%. All 

African region has really embraced the drive 
towards quality measurement.”



D
espite the subdued 
global economy, the vari-
ous perishables markets 
around the world have 
continued to grow over 

the past 12 months, encouraging producers 
to expand the land available for production 
and diversify their product ranges, and car-
riers, airports and handlers to expand and 
develop their services and facilities.

Pieter Fopma, director for Fresh prod-
ucts at Air France-KLM-Martinair Cargo, 
says imports into Europe have been af-
fected by the economic crisis across the 
continent, forcing customers – consignees 
– increasingly to use lower-cost airlines to 
try and cut costs,  “even if that has meant 
having longer transits and more risk”. 
But he says the European market has 
performed particularly 
well export-wise over 
the past year, including 
an increase in salmon 
exports of around 20%, 
mainly to Asia. 

North and South 
American markets have 
also shown steady 
growth, including “a 
strong development of 
produce shipments from 
the US west coast to the 
Middle East, and from 

Mexico, Central America, and the US west 
coast to Europe”. The popularity of berries 
has led countries such as Peru to start 
producing blueberries, which have gradu-
ally been approaching export standards. 

“We also see the production of veg-
etables in various countries improving and 
increasing, for example Mexican bell pep-
pers,” observes Fopma. “This will have an 
impact on Dutch vegetable exports to the 
US.” The development of African produce 
will also have consequences for exports to 
the Middle East in the long run, he adds. 

Cristina Castro, marketing manager for 
American Airlines Cargo, describes the 
South America perishables market as 
“quite strong” over the last 12-15 months, 

in the general global 
economy. One market 
that has been especially 
strong this winter is live 
lobsters to Shanghai, 
with AA Cargo carrying 
about nine tonnes of the 
living crustaceans daily 
from Miami to Shanghai 
via Los Angeles during 
the season from August 
to March.

“Fruit also contin-
ues to be big business, 

Production, 
consumption and 

economic patterns 
may be affecting 

perishables 

demand and 
the need for 

bigger and better 
handling facilities 

Will Waters 

Best of the bunch
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Fopma: Imports into Europe 
have been affected by the 
continent’s economic crisis 



One of a kind
Our cargo team understands that 
freight is irreplaceable.

Every day we handle 5300 tonnes of cargo, knowing that each item is on 

its way to meet a deadline from a supermarket shelf to a car exhibition. 

The only thing that is common to all? Treating your precious cargo as our 

own, because we know that only through careful handling can we deliver 

the shipping promises you make. Rest assured.
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not have the capability to offer cooled 
storage,” says Fopma. “In stations where 
perishables form a large part of the cargo, 
local specialised forwarders often have 
state-of-the-art cooled storage facilities 
and trucks available for optimised deliv-
ery and pick up.” He says LAX is a good 
example, while other examples with good 
facilities are Lima and Buenos Aires. 

Elsewhere, facilities continue to im-

service quality and attract volumes. “For 
example, Chicago O’Hare airport has 
plans to open a perishables centre to 

Mid-western market,” says Fopma. 

from having inspection and screening 

especially berries from Argentina,” says 
Castro. Blueberries and cherries “are in big 
demand in the US”, while other regular car-
go carried northbound by American through 
Miami includes fresh asparagus from Peru; 

tuna from Trinidad and Tobago; salmon 
from Chile; and produce from Guatemala.

Fopma says the growth in demand for 
perishables transport has led to “new 
airlines popping up in various markets try-
ing to capture market share, especially in 
the perishables markets in Latin America 
and Africa”. The decline in general air 
cargo demand is also contributing to the 
increasing capacity on offer. 

“As a consequence, the yields from per-
ishables products are under pressure,” he 
says. “For example in a market like Brazil, 
where only 3% of exports are shipped by 
air, the booming passenger movements 
have led to a ‘belly’ overcapacity, causing 

Technology has also improved the prod-
uct offering from ocean freight, adding to 
competition, although where adequate fa-
cilities exist, it is still no match for air freight 
in terms of speed and quality. But facilities 
vary considerably from airport to airport.

“Depending on the infrastructure and 
the local needs, our GHAs may or may 

Cool chain in an Indian summer

especially in terms of exports”, as India continues to become the pharmaceutical 

“However, of late, the efforts of the gov-
ernment export promotion agency have 
paid off and markets in Europe, Japan 
and other Asian countries have opened 
up for Indian products, beyond mangoes 
and grapes,” he says. “This trend will pick 
up as the Indian government and other 
governments promote and push horti-
culture development and farmers start 
adopting modern farming practices.” 

Total volumes of fruit and vegetable 

70,000 tonnes, mainly via Mumbai, Cochin 
and Chennai. India’s fresh meat exports 
are largely to the Middle East and other 

ing at around 30,000 tonnes, mainly via 
Delhi and Mumbai airports. Panicker esti-
mates volumes of pharmaceuticals and 

market primarily from Mumbai, Delhi and 
Hyderabad. Horticulture products form 
another major product group, exported to 
various countries, with estimated volumes 
of around 25,000 tonnes per annum. The 
main airports dealing with this product 
group are Bangalore and Mumbai.

“All these products have grown in an 
environment where general air cargo in 

the country has been down by more than 
5%,” Panicker says. “Another important 
trend is growth in air imports of perishables 
cargo. With infrastructure improving, 
imports of pharmaceutical products and 
other perishable products like chocolates 
have started coming in, and this trend will 
only pick up with improved and increased 
infrastructure for dealing with such 
temperature-sensitive products.” 

The infrastructure challenge
The challenge at India’s airports has 
always been the infrastructure, although 
the facilities for handling export perish-
able cargo have dramatically improved 
over the last two years or so, says 
Panicker. “Hyderabad, Kochi, Mumbai 
and Delhi airports have seen new and 
better perishables facilities being added, 
which are capable of meeting the growth 
requirements of this business. Even for 
import cargo, Delhi and Mumbai airports 
have seen additions to perishables cargo 
handling and storage facilities.” 

But he says there is still a need at the 
airports to “understand the nuances” of 
perishable cargo handling. “It is just not 
about the development of infrastructure, 
but also the people manning such facilities 
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and DFW, facilitating the speedy recovery or 
quick dispatch of perishable cargo. Temper-
ature-controlled coolers are also essential 

such as DFW and Miami – which also offers 
pre-cooling before delivery. 

Staff training is another important ele-
ment, and Fopma says improving the han-
dling of perishables has to be a continuous 
process. “Both in the hubs and also in our 
outstations, our staff is regularly trained and 
challenged in order to improve quality of per-
ishables handling.” The same applies to the 
group’s customer service organisation (CSO).

Castro also believes it is essential to 
continue to invest in improving the han-
dling of perishables in key markets. “For 
example, in the fall of 2012, we opened 

and providing the services which matters 
a lot,” he observes. “The moment you 
have new infrastructure, which looks very 
good because of its construction design 
and air-conditioned environment, the 
expectation levels of customers – espe-
cially the shippers and importers – goes up 
tremendously.”

He says the role of forwarders is also 
key. “They are the interface between the 
actual shippers and the cargo handler 
or terminal operators and the airlines. It is 
their role to understand the requirements 
of the shippers and communicate clearly 
and explicitly to the airlines and cargo 
handling companies. If not, the processes 
will fail.” The infrastructure outside the 
airport is also crucial. “For example, a 
product may need to be handled, stored 
and transported at 4-8 degrees C, but if 
you bring it in an open truck or a refriger-
ated truck operating at 22 degrees C, the 
product would have already seen temper-
ature excursion and some deterioration 
in quality. The airport terminal facility can 
do very little to rectify those damages and 

the time of acceptance at the airport.”
He adds: “Therefore, signing an SLA 

before the product movement between 
the shippers, the forwarders, the airline 
and cargo handler – which clearly lays 
down the expectations – is a must to 
improving the environment for perishable 
cargo transport.”

Mumbai remains the key airport in India 
for perishables export and import. Though 
new facilities have been added, that is 
still not enough. “You need to double the 
capacity,” says Panicker. “Chennai in 

south India is another important airport 
that needs a perishable cargo facility to 
be built, both for export and import.”

CSC India has already contributed 

perishables handling capabilities, includ-
ing building the second perishable cargo 
terminal at Mumbai airport. Measuring  
around 2,000 sq metres, it is capable of 
handling 40,000 tonnes of all types of 
perishables per annum and has been 
operational since May 2011. “We handle 
almost all the pharmaceuticals and life sci-

facility,” says Panicker. 

“At Delhi airport, as part of our inte-
grated air cargo terminal development, 
we have built an export perishable cargo 
facility of about 1,350 sq metres and an 
import cargo facility of 800 sq metres, 
with an option to double this capacity 
anytime,” he adds. “We have also taken 
on the management contract for a Perish-
able Cargo facility at Ahmedabad airport, 
but are awaiting regulatory approval to 
start operations.”

He believes the outlook for India’s air 
cargo perishables market remains strong.

“Whether general air cargo grows 
or not, I think perishable air cargo will 

because there is that much potential in 
India for exporting these products to other 
countries,” he says. “Nobody is going to 
stop eating and people are going to fall 
sick. With growth in world population and 
most of it now happening outside of India 
and China, the market for these products 
is only going to grow.”

capabilities in-house and direct access to 
the ramp for a swift transit to and from 
the aircraft. Tradewinds Cargo Handling 
at IAH is another great example of a facil-
ity that has the right amenities, including 
ample cooled storage, and expertise.”

Good facilities are one thing, but another 
key element is a good relationship with local 

Dubai World Central airport is an interesting 
example. “The facilities are good, but unfor-
tunately the process with inspections is not 
yet as it should be,” says Fopma. “But we are 

Castro says in-house clearance for the 
US Department of Agriculture and customs 
is also an important part of the special 
programme American offers for perishable 
cargo through key airports like Miami, JFK, 

a new 1,800 square foot, state-of-the-art, 
container-friendly perishable cooler in 
DFW, similar to the one set up at Miami 
International in 2006,” she says.” Both 
offer the latest infrastructure and employ-
ees trained in working with temperature- 
and time-sensitive cargo.”

Both Fopma and Castro are optimis-
tic that the current perishables growth 
trends will continue. Fopma concludes: 
“Although we see that some markets of 
interest are changing, we continue to 
receive requests from local specialised 
forwarders and large global forwarders, 
some of which have recognised ‘Fresh’ as 
a vertical within their organisation, such 
as Kuehne + Nagel and Hellmann, and 
have set very challenging targets for 2013 
and the years to come!”

Panicker: The infrastructure 
outside the airport is also crucial
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T
he increasing network of 

to and from developing 
countries has had a strong 
positive effect on certain 

perishables markets, for example in Africa, 
opening them up to new international ex-
port possibilities. 

As well as expanding the available ca-
pacity and network of destinations – and, 
crucially for the perishables trade – the 
frequency of the connections, the increased 
available bellyhold capacity has also helped 
keep a lid on air freight export rates, par-
ticularly with Africa being an predominantly 
import-driven air freight market. 

Cargo sales teams for the major Middle 
Eastern network carriers, especially, are 
capitalising on the headlong growth of their 
passenger networks by convincing perisha-
bles exporters they can connect them at 
the required speed to a much wider variety 
of destinations than was possible a few 
years ago.

“Flower growers talk about the same one 
or two markets, such as Amsterdam. We 
can open new opportunities far beyond the 

Watson, VP Africa for Emirates SkyCargo. 

They used to say ‘we send our products to 

red mullet, groupers and shrimp to Beirut, 
Rome and Cyprus. Airport-to-airport time 
from Dakar to Rome will be between 18 to 
25 hours and to Cyprus about 16 hours, 

Dubai.”
Facilities on the ground have had to im-

prove to enable this. Airlines may have been 
the catalyst, but it has required a change 

of attitude by state operators and, in those 
markets that have begun to liberalise, in-
vestment from private entrepreneurs. New 
temperature-controlled facilities typify the 
progress West Africa, especially, has made 
since the Icelandic volcanic eruption of 
three years ago. When European airspace 
closed back then, a massive backlog of 
pineapples and mangoes was simply left to 
rot in Accra. 

Ghana Airport Company has since built 
the AGPC Centre at Accra’s Kotoka Interna-
tional Airport airport, managed by Air Ghana 
and Kenya’s Freight Wings, to store perish-
able cargo, an investment supported by in-
ternational agencies based on the initiative 
of the Ghanaian government.

“Authorities across the region are having 
to look at what they need now and going for-
ward to maintain GDP growth, and cool-chain 
capability is a key part of that,” Watson says. 
“Warehouses were built to cope with the 
market as it was 10 years ago. But the way 
some of these markets are growing, even if 
you double in size, that may only cover you 

for the next three or four years.”
Emirates operates a direct weekly 

B777 freighter from Accra to Frankfurt 
and in January upgraded its daily pas-
senger service to a 777. This operates 
Dubai-Accra-Abidjan-Accra-Dubai.

“Perishables on passenger aircraft will 
have a longer transit as the shipments 
connect to the destination via our hub. But 
this can still meet the daily requirements 
of supermarket chains at the destination,” 
Watson says.

The carrier added 15 new destinations to 
its network last year, including Lusaka, Zam-
bia, and Harare, Zimbabwe. The combined 
service from Dubai to these destinations 

daily, and on 1 February the A330 was up-
graded to a B777-300, providing additional 

the year, with a September to March peak 
season, neatly balanced by a peak in fresh 
vegetable shipments that runs from May to 
September.

“Additional freighter capacity is introduced 
based on market demand and commit-
ment,” Watson says. Emirates’ scheduled 
freighter capacity to Lusaka is mainly there 
to support imports into Zambia.

Meat made a surprisingly large contribu-

Shipments of lamb, sheep, goat and beef 
carcasses and cuts into the Middle East in-

es Salaam, Khartoum and Addis Ababa. 
Watson explains: “When a buyer some-

where like Jordan starts sourcing from 
Tanzania rather than Australia, for example, 

double-daily connections. An upside of the 
meat business is that there’s not such a 
seasonal spike as with fruit and vegetables.”

While price is the main driver, quality 

decisions – though it goes without saying 
that the meat must comply with the quality-
control checks of the importing country. 
Availability and proximity are also relevant 
factors, as meat can be delivered to the 
market within 24 hours.

Fresh opportunities 

exports, reports Martin Roebuck

Watson: We can open opportunities  
beyond the traditional markets
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F
or much of 2011 and 2012, 
British Airways World Cargo 
and its new sister Iberia 

as the two organisations 
worked on the merger and alignment of 
their respective businesses, and more re-
cently the cargo division of BMI following its 
acquisition last year by International Airlines 
Group (IAG). Having completed much of the 
alignment process, IAG Cargo Ltd. emerged 
at the end of 2012 as a semi-autonomous 
subsidiary of IAG, presenting itself to the 
market as a single entity with a combined 
network that makes it the seventh-largest 
air cargo carrier in the world. 

BA and Iberia decided from the beginning 
that full integration of their cargo business-
es was the way forward and immediately 
created a single cargo-leadership team, 
made up of senior management from BA 
and Iberia, and a cargo board sitting above 
this with representatives from BA, Iberia 
and IAG. The ambition of the group is “to 
become the world’s leading air cargo net-
work”, and though he acknowledges that 
there is still a lot of work to be done, manag-
ing director Steve Gunning insists that IAG 
Cargo really is one organisation now, and 
the launch of IAG Cargo Ltd. last December 
means “there is no going back”. 

Creating a single cargo business “rather 
than a working collaboration” means a sin-
gle sales force, a single product portfolio, a 
single network, a single set of distribution 
channels, along with joint handling opera-

to. But Gunning says the merger within IAG 
Cargo of the companies formerly known 
as British Airways World Cargo and Iberia 
Cargo has been done “with scalability in 
mind”, and will be able to easily accommo-
date new entrants. 

“It is about creating a world-class com-

integration of those two businesses, but 
also other airlines that come along,” he 

IAG Cargo has 
completed much 
of the process of 

merging the cargo 
businesses of BA, 

Iberia and BMI, 
including moving 

cargo handling 
under one roof.  

MD Steve Gunning 
tells Will Waters 

about the 
achievements 
so far and the 

challenges that 
remain

Gunning: There is no going back

one
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stations and tender processes are on-going 
for a further nine. “The intention is to have 
as many as possible of the 40 stations 

year,” he said. “So, we’ve made good pro-
gress on that, which is absolutely essential. 
You want the same products and you want 
the same operation; it’s all got to come 
together.”

The approach taken in consolidating the 
handling suppliers, and the priorities, varied 
from airport to airport. “We will have judged 
each station on its merits, and very often 
with the ground handling, particularly with 
the big stations, you have got to consider 
the property angle, and what are the capa-
bilities,” he says. “So you might have two 
very good handlers, and one has capacity to 

“So we have judged it on a case-by-case 
basis. Where possible we will have tendered 
the business, because you want as keen 
and competitive a price as possible. But 
generally speaking, with maybe one or two 

Gunning says this process has gone rea-

challenge that we are all under, given the 
weak economy, we basically put out virtually 
all of our North American stations to tender 
in 2012, on top of that, to try and get as 
competitive a cost base as possible.” 

Re-tendering
This re-tendering, making use of the stand-
ard ground handling agreement’s 90-day 

-
nomic pressures and partly by the merger.

“Where you have got joint stations, you 
have got more volumes, so you would be 
looking to that supplier and saying: ‘with 
some more volumes I am looking for you 
to sharpen your pencil’. And also, given 
the market conditions, when the top-line is 

your cost base, and where it makes sense 
you put it out to tender and see if you can 
drive a more-competitive price. In fairness, 
that is what the forwarders will do with us: 

strategy, and having successfully integrated 
the BMI cargo business, the structure is in 
place if and when other airlines join the IAG 
group, to “work their cargo capacity onto the 
platform”.  Spanish low-cost airline Vueling 
seems a likely future candidate, following 
the offer late last year by IAG to buy the re-
maining shares in Vueling that it does not 
already own.

Combining the cargo businesses of Ibe-
ria and BA within IAG Cargo has obviously 
helped build the group’s scale, although 
the nature of the networks has been a key 
factor too, with Iberia’s focus on the Latin 
America market complementing the BA net-
work’s strength between Europe and North 
America, Africa, the Middle East, India and, 

“Actually, we now provide wide-body lift to 
more of the world’s top 120 cargo stations 
than anybody else. So it is really a well-con-
nected network,” says Gunning. “That’s the 
high-level vision for the future and it’s one 
that’s very much built on growth.” 

So, what has been achieved so far?
Eight of the group’s nine products have 

the incentive deals for the airlines’ top 16 

cargo customers for 2012 were all joint 
deals, with the capacity of BA and Iberia and 
BMI treated as the same.

“So we’re facing the big global forward-
ers as one business, because we are one 
business,” Gunning says. The group already 
has a single sales force in many of its key 
markets, including North America, Latin 
America, the UK and Spain, and Gunning 
says the process of aligning GSAs is continu-
ing in those countries where the group has 
more than one.

Handling consolidation
-

dation on the handling side. “We want our 
customers to only have to deal with one op-
eration at each station,” says Gunning. “You 
don’t want to turn up with your cargo and 
say here is my cargo for the BA planes and 
here is my cargo over there for the Iberia 
planes. In our network we have 40 stations 
where we have both BA and Iberia aircraft 

stations, and probably achieved much bet-
ter than 50%, because we have done all 

Chicago and Heathrow. So if you looked at it 
in volume terms, we are probably over three 
quarters of the way through.”

Gunning says IAG Cargo is in the process 
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hubs have been improving their level of per-
formance. There has been, I wouldn’t call 
it competition, but people looking at each 
other’s performance and saying what are 
you doing to make that work better? And as 
we go forward, we are keen across the busi-
ness to grow the premium products, so that 
is also giving a lot of focus at both hubs in 
terms of how to drive that forward.”

At the heart of the group’s combined busi-
ness there is also a single revenue-manage-
ment system that controls the inventory, 
bookings and transactions, optimising the 
revenue across the network. This has been 
a key project and something the group has 
been working on for around 12 months. 

-
ning. “That now gives us the ability to look 
and book across the entire network. So if 
you want to move some freight from Hong 

to go British Airways to London, and then ei-
ther BA or Iberia down to Madrid, and then 
Iberia to Lima, you could do that within one 
system, and the sales agent who is taking 
that call can do it all the way through. That 
is hugely instrumental, and you don’t have 
to wait two hours to see whether you have 
made the booking.”

Gunning believes one of the reasons 
that there aren’t a lot of very successful 

they will put business out to tender. It’s a 
tough market out there.”

So does this mean that the choice of han-
dling partner is now all about price? “No,” 

about safety and security. Then it’s about op-
erational performance,” he continues. “The 
two normally go hand-in-hand, because if 
you’re disciplined from a safety and security 

-
dler as well, because you have got similar 
disciplines. So no, it is not all about price.”

The merger and the renewal of supplier 
contracts have also created an opportu-
nity and a need to revise some internal 
processes.

“We have been aligning our product spec-

changes,” says Gunning. “We have also had 
to work at generating new types of reports 
that show what is happening across both 
hubs. So I get a weekly report showing me 

how they have successfully been going into 
London and across to Madrid and down to 

and going down to South America, and you 
are hitting two hubs, you have got to make 
sure that you are giving the right levels of 
service, and making sure we have got the 
right visibility of the overall performance is 
very important.”

Different hub models
Gunning says BA and Iberia operate two 
very different types of hub, with BA’s very 
automated ‘Ascentis’ facility at Heathrow 
contrasting with Iberia’s “more traditional 
type of open terminal” in Madrid.

Gunning acknowledges that there are 
some performance differences between 
the two. “But this is predominantly due to 

Madrid there is far more loose business and 
far more perishables business; in London it 
is far more intact and far more premium 
products. As a consequence, if you look at 
the two hubs, the London hub has a slightly 
higher overall delivered-as-promised. 

“But what is encouraging is that both 

partnerships and alliances in air cargo 
is because that ability to book across 
each other’s networks is quite limited. 
“We don’t have the same sort of facility 
that they do on the passenger side, with 
things like code-sharing,” he says. “So 
that is a really big development. We are 
probably still about a year to 15 months 

management capability.”
This moves on in 2013 to focus on “trans-

actional optimisation”, helping to deter-
mine things like the best routing and the 

Hong Kong to Lima booking, or is it better 
to do three bits of business, where one is 

trade-off and revenue optimisation that we 
still need to work through. But it has been 
a great step forward, and I am really quite 
encouraged by that.”

IT investments have included the launch 
of IAGCargo.com. “The functionality is still 
on the basic side, but it has track and 
trace capability in there and it will lead 
you to sites where you can do online book-
ings. But it is still in its infancy, and I see 
the development of IAGCargo.com running 
in parallel with the revenue-management 
systems, because ultimately what we want 
is IAGCargo.com to enable you to do full 
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The creation of IAG Cargo Ltd last 
December means that the process has 
started of transferring all of the commer-
cial and central cargo functions into that 
legal entity. “We have transferred all of our 
UK staff and all of our US staff that sit in 

months we will be transferring country by 
country into that, so we will have the whole 
of that commercial platform sitting in that 
separate legal entity,” says Gunning. “That 
is great from an autonomy perspective, 
and it’s great because it formalises this 
business model. What was working in a 
sort of virtual way is now formalised, sitting 
in a separate legal entity, which is a great 
way forward for us.”

-
tions will remain embedded within the air-
lines’ respective passenger organisations, 
although even that is likely to come under 
IAG Cargo eventually. “At some point in the 
future, perhaps a year or so out, I think it 
will be running as an autonomous business; 
we will be driving our own HR policies, and 
things like that,” says Gunning.

And so, overall, the message is clear. 
“We’re trying to get the message out there 
that we are truly one business; we are dif-
ferent from some of our European competi-
tors, who have consolidated and have got 
several cargo businesses in their groups. 
We are creating one single cargo business 
and that is why we need a single brand, 
because we’re not either British Airways 
World Cargo and we’re not Iberia Cargo – 
we are IAG Cargo."

online booking, and in order to do that you 
need that revenue management function-
ality sitting behind it.”

The group also launched a smartphone 
app at the beginning of 2012 that is proving 
quite popular, says Gunning, enabling peo-
ple to track and trace by air waybill number. 

But he is determined to appeal to all 
types of customers, whatever their size or 
level of technological sophistication. 

Five-year strategy
“Our strategy at the moment, because in 
the midst of all this we have put together 

keen to align the customer segments with 
the distribution channels. With the big 
global forwarders, it is going to be around 

that with some of them. With some of the 
medium-sized forwarders and some of the 
small ones, they may want IAGCargo.com 
to be their channel, or they may even want 

X. So our game plan is not to put all our 
eggs in one distribution channel, but actu-
ally to enable various different customer 
segments to access our capacity the way 
it suits them best. That makes us easier to 

do business with, and as a customer will 
hopefully drive business onto our network.

Cargo Connector vans
“We have been innovating and have tried 

-
ated this “Cargo Connector van” proposi-
tion, which basically goes round to the for-
warders, small forwarders as well, and picks 
up shipments under 300 kg. We are using 
this in New York, LA, Chicago, and we have 
just kicked it off in London. 

“That’s convenient and helpful for the 
small forwarders, because it saves on trans-
port costs, and for us it is a way of picking 
up additional volumes. So we are very keen 
with to work with all segments. To be a re-
ally successful cargo carrier we are going to 
need to be successful with each of the seg-
ments, not to specialise in one.”

Gunning says the Cargo Connector van 
service has been well received. “It has cre-
ated quite a strong talking point as well, 
which is great,” he says. “It is generating 
business, and it is not necessarily just the 
volume of the business, it is also the qual-
ity of the business. Small shipments tend to 

cargo business.”
 The Cargo Connector van service  

has been well received

BA and Iberia operate two very different types of hub, with BA’s highly  
automated ‘Ascentis’ facility at Heathrow contrasting with Iberia’s “more  

traditional type of open terminal” in Madrid
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T
he IATA ULD Panel (ULDP) 

edition of its ULD Regula-
tions (ULDR) Manual, which 

The ULDR Manual contains both techni-

cal Manual, which as its name suggests 

While the ULDR applies to both passen-

IATA has published 

ULDs? Drummond: The collaborative 
approach will assist in the 

acceptance of the regulations
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CHEP Aerospace Solutions,
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ULD and galley cart 
maintenance, repair and management.

Find out how the combined experience of the 
leading independent ULD pooling provider 
and two of the industry’s most respected 
MRO service providers can help your business 
achieve significant cost savings and 
operational benefits. 

Contact us:
Head Office Zurich: +41 43 255 4141
aerospace@chep.com
chep.com/aerospace

Eriksen: Better handling will allow 
development of even lighter containers
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ULD Manual when dealing with ULD suppli-
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ULD Regulations also put some obligations 
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Ashton: I think this is another stepping 
stone inraising awareness
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A
ir cargo volumes across 

have been stagnant for the 
-

ment in fresh airport cargo 

handlers for scarce cargo heats up. 
-

ent at Hong Kong International Airport 
(HKIA). Phase one of the new HK$5.9 bil-

second-phase launch in the summer will 
see the terminal also start handling tran-
shipment and import cargo and manag-

-
erations commencing in the second half 

-

-

-

come. “That will include moving goods 
manufactured there outbound to other 

the mainland Chinese people choose 

believe Hong Kong is going to have a 

-

-

-

-

acceptance and reduced connection 
handling time for transhipments due to 

Leading Asia-

in capacity and 

rising Indonesia 

Contrasting 
developments
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involve greater volumes and place more 
-

after winning the bragging rights in 

-

took the total annual throughput to 2.8m 

record.

and biggest customer will reduce the 

-

-

-

and help cushion the impact of the loss 
-

streams will also be pursued. Hactl is 
also investing in upgrading facilities and 

-

-

on passenger aircraft must be screened. 
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Join the Cool Chain Members on the 
25th September at the elegant Tivoli Hotel, 
Lisbon, Portugal.
 
The theme of the conference will focus on 
The Pharma Cool Logistics Supply Chain.
 
Come and listen to eminent speakers from 
the world’s airlines, airports, seaports, freight 
forwarders and pharmaceutical companies  
who will provide in-depth insights into this 
specialised and important sector and share 
valuable lessons in healthcare logistics 
and how they can also be applied to the 
perishables market.
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months.
-

-
-

-
-

which includes new picking and retrieval 

with the aim of delivering more trans-

-

minutes between receiving orders and 
delivering cargo to the dock.

-

to provide increased effectiveness as 
well as shortening inspection times. The 

-

wait for Airports of Thailand to approve 

-
though a spokesman for the airport au-

subside. The airport is opening a second 
-

centres and logistics companies in a bid 
to boost volumes. 

“Regarding developing new routes and 

on developing new routes in emerging 

new cargo services and infrastructure 

under wraps. 

to buck the trend that has seen cargo 
volumes remain static for much of the 

-
-

airport claims.

for cargo and logistics development at 

-

Blaufuss: Some airports in  
south Asia and south-east Asia still  

need a lot of improvements

Saudia Cargo: Service quality in Shanghai is 
‘excellent’ but in other locations in China, there 

is sometimes a lack of choice



Everyone should focus on what 
they do best. And we've been
freight handlers right from the
very beginning. For over 40 years
we've been giving our clients
speed and efficiency on the
ground. We can offer you the 
full spectrum of airport freight 
services – provided by one single
expert company. From start to 
finish and with a wide range of
optional add-ons. Securely, and
always in time. 

phone +49 (0) 69 690 - 70231
info@fraport-cargo.com
www.fraport-cargo.com

Concentrate your strengths. 
With perfect service for your freight.
Fraport Cargo Services. We can do it.
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-

sophisticated and able to accommodate 

could also be done in terms of provid-
ing shippers and their representatives 
with human resources to perform secu-

of single customs windows would speed 
processing of cargo.

He believes operators in Asia could 
also be more proactive in meeting new 

-
ance regulations to cooperate with future 

-

-
veloped and often operating on a higher 

-

still need a lot of improvements to reach 

-

-
eas. “There are airports in south Asia and 
south-east Asia that need infrastructure 
upgrades and considerable handling pro-

-

-

-
dling upgrades due to rising demand.

competitive position improves. “A re-

where Changi Airport constructed aircraft 

-

-

-

-
nies and including shippers and forward-

(ICT) solutions to manage paperless air 

The three solutions are designed to 

All three solutions will use inter-operable 
-
-

warders wider choices of solutions when 
-

lot trials among consortia members are 

But despite all the advances being 

-
-

and Changi offered world-class service and 

elsewhere choices on the ground and at 
the ramp were more limited. 

choose on price and service. You have to 
-

-

-

have different arrangements for ground 
handling and different warehouse avail-

-

as well as chairman of the Federation 

Scholten: Limited choice of service 
providers at secondary destinations
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T
he airline’s customer, the 
freight forwarder, rarely 
has a direct formal or con-
tractual relationship with 
airports or cargo handling 

companies, except in the case of self-
handling airlines or where the forwarder 
leases warehousing space direct from 
the airport operator, and the latter is a 
primarily property-related transaction. 

the airport cargo handling operation takes 
place, and the way the airport and its fa-

tance to the forwarder and its customers, 
determining the ease, speed and timings 
for collections and deliveries of air cargo 
shipments and, ultimately, whether the 

time, and to budget.
So how well does the airport cargo en-

vironment serve freight forwarders and 
their customers, and what changes would 
forwarders like to see in the way the infra-
structure, processes and communications 
take place? Cargo Airports & Services 
asked several senior executives within 
leading air freight forwarding companies 
for their views...

Thomas Mack, Senior Vice 
President, Head of Global Air 
Freight, Schenker AG.

How well does the airport cargo environ-
ment serve freight forwarders and their 
customers?

That depends, of course, on the airport. 
Where some of the airports recognise the 
potential of cargo, others only look at it as 
secondary business. As a general state-
ment, one can say that passengers are pri-
oritised over cargo.  

What could (some) airports, airlines and 
ground handlers do to improve the airport 
environment and the air cargo handling 
chain for cargo customers (for example, in 
terms of infrastructure, facilities, systems, 

Leading freight 
forwarders call 
for better and 

earlier exchanges 
of information, 
their inclusion 
in discussions 

between 
airports, airlines 

and handling 
companies, and 

in some cases 
airside access 
themselves, in 

order to improve 
the airport cargo 

handling chain

The customer 
 is always right

&
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environment or the air cargo handling 
chain might be improved?

It can be improved by standardisation 
of processes on a global basis and man-

-
ties involved. Cargo 2000 could at least 
offer a platform that could be used to de-

the EDI messages.

David Lara, Vice President 
Global Airfreight Procurement, 
Ceva Logistics 

How well does the airport cargo environ-
ment serve freight forwarders and their 
customers?

The facilities and infrastructure at 
many global airports are archaic, out-
dated and don’t contribute to improved 
transit times. The more-progressive 
airports have invested in off-airport fa-

-
provements in transit times, security and 
general handling of cargo. 

Would you like the opportunity to have air-
side access yourselves at airports? Can 
you see this becoming more common? If 

If the supply chain between airline 
handling and airside ramp companies 

to this. And it is increasingly unlikely that 
airside access would be granted in view of 
the current security regime and ongoing 
stricter requirements. 

Through preferred partnerships with 
key airline suppliers, the operations 

processes)? Are there any particular air-
ports or countries or regions where this is 
most needed?

Airports in general are crowded and in-
frastructure is expensive. That alone makes 

needs to compete with passengers for avail-
able space. The newly implemented secu-
rity and screening processes resulted in 
additional space requirements in an already 
crowded environment. One solution could 
be an improved exchange of information be-
tween all parties involved. The improvement 
of processes between the forwarder and the 
ground handler/airline needs to take place 
much earlier in the process than it does to-
day. If it takes us today up to 12 hours to re-
trieve cargo after arrival, it should be clear to 
everybody that the process can be improved.  

Would you like the opportunity to have air-
side access yourselves at airports? Can you 
see this becoming more common? If so, 

Having access to the tarmac would result 
in eliminating at least one party from the 
process and thereby resulting in cost reduc-
tion as well as a reduction in overall transit 
time. Security needs to be adhered to, of 
course, but in general that would free up ca-
pacity, since the throughput would improve 
considerably. 

Do you think communication and interac-
tion between the various cargo parties at 
airports could be improved? How?

One way of improving that would be the 
exchange of messages at an early stage. 
The earlier everybody knows what type of 
cargo is in the pipeline, the better they can 
plan their resources and assure an on-time 
performance. Cargo 2000 could be used as 

and agreed on. 

Does the (usual) absence of a direct rela-
tionship between freight forwarders and 
cargo handlers create any problems/chal-
lenges? How can this be overcome (or how 
have you helped overcome this?)?

This is one of the main problems. Only on 
very limited instances do we have a direct 
link to all ground handlers at the airport. An 
option where a ground handler would have 
the possibility to actively get involved in the 

-
mented on a global level. There are, howev-
er, some working groups at various airports 
that are looking already at the improvement 
of these processes. 

 
I have heard forwarders complain that the 
air cargo chain does not recognise the fact 
that the consignee is in many cases the cus-
tomer (as opposed to the shipper). Do you 
feel this is an issue? What effect does that 
have, and how could this be improved?

In all honesty, no. That is not an issue for us. 

Do you have any other comments 
about how the airport cargo handling 
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Tim Scharwath, Executive Vice 
President Air Logistics and 
member of the Management 
Board of Kuehne + Nagel 
International 

How well does the airport cargo environ-
ment serve freight forwarders and their 
customers?

Generally speaking (since I don’t want to 
mention any particular names), it heavily de-
pends on the individual airport we are looking 
at. There are good examples of cooperation 
but there are also cases where the opposite 
is the case. As a rule, we always appreciate if 

discussions with the airport administration, 
GHAs, and airlines, so that we can shape the 
best possible process together. 

What could (some) airports, airlines 
and ground handlers do to improve the 
airport environment and the air cargo 
handling chain for cargo customers (for 
example, in terms of infrastructure, facili-
ties, systems, processes)? Are there any 
particular airports or countries or regions 
where this is most needed?

America should certainly be focus regions 
for improvements to infrastructure, facilities 
and processes. 

Clearly an area with big improvement 
potential is the lack of Electronic Data In-
tegration between all airport stakeholders, 
even in more advanced countries. Joint 
discussions on trucking matters to and from 
the airport could also help, for example to 

order to enhance the process. 

process has been refined to such an ex-
tent that in many cases we’ve achieved 
optimum transit times at origin and des-
tination. This is one of the purposes of 
us having a limited number of partner-
ships – and you can’t do this with all 
carriers. By achieving critical mass with 
preferred partners you therefore gain 
the improved handling and transit-time 
performance.

Do you think communication and interac-
tion between the various cargo parties at 
airports could be improved? How?

Yes, I most certainly do. The air-
port authority often doesn’t listen to 
or include the voice of the forwarder. 
Communications could definitely be 
enhanced by authorities talking to for-
warders, airlines and handling agents 
at the same time, rather than on an in-
dividual basis. You need to embrace all 
parties in the process.

Does the (usual) absence of a direct rela-
tionship between freight forwarders and 
cargo handlers create any problems/chal-
lenges? How can this be overcome (or how 
have you helped over come this?)?

Not in my experience. If you have a water-
tight relationship with the airline, then any 
airline that understands the importance 
of that relationship will always include 
the handler. 

I have heard forwarders complain that 
the air cargo chain does not recognise 
the fact that the consignee is in many 
cases the customer (as opposed to the 
shipper). Do you feel this is an issue? 
What effect does that have, and how 
could this be improved?

the consignee, because they place the or-
der to instigate manufacture. Therefore we 
have complete focus on the consignee to 
ensure complete alignment across all three 
parties. In many cases, we have complete 
open dialogue between the carrier, shipper, 
the consignee and Ceva. 

Would you like the opportunity to have air-
side access yourselves at airports? Can you 
see this becoming more common? If so, 

Yes, absolutely. We already have tarmac 
access at certain airports. The prime ben-

control of the processes.  

Do you think communication and interac-
tion between the various cargo parties at 
airports could be improved? How?

Yes, this is an area that needs to be 
improved, with a special focus on the elec-
tronic communication between all involved 
parties at the airport.

Does the (usual) absence of a direct rela-
tionship between freight forwarders and 
cargo handlers create any problems/chal-
lenges? How can this be overcome (or how 
have you helped overcome this?)?

In principle, our business partners are 
the airlines; the GHA is working on their be-
half. So this is not such a big issue. Taking 

-
sideration, we also have certain business 
relationships with global GHA companies, 

should be required.  

I have heard forwarders complain that the 
air cargo chain does not recognise the fact 
that the consignee is in many cases the cus-
tomer (as opposed to the shipper). Do you 
feel this is an issue? What effect does that 
have, and how could this be improved?

big issue.



I
t is a great honor for ANA Aeropor-
tos de Portugal to host the Air Cargo 

time in Portugal. It’s important for 
us to be associated with an event 

that brings together air cargo industry lead-
ers and key players within the sector.

For delegates, besides being an excel-
lent investment in terms of business and 
professional network development, I’m 
sure Air Cargo Handling 2013 will be a 
unique opportunity to catch up with the 
latest industry trends. 

Also, considering the ACHC programme 
for this year’s event, participants can, for 
sure, engage in high-energy discussions 
and workgroups, leaving the conference 
equipped to face challenges and prepared 
to create new opportunities for their com-
panies, while enriching the industry. 

Update and expectations for 2013: 
ANA Aeroportos de Portugal
At the end of 2011, following the develop-

air cargo activity in our airport network, 
we launched an incentive scheme to pro-
mote air cargo operations in our airports. 
We also put together a team exclusively 

dedicated to air cargo promotion, in or-
der to develop solid relationships with all 
stakeholders present in this activity. 
These actions were taken as a contribu-
tion to maintaining sustainable growth in 
air cargo activity during 2012. Our main 
goal was to cooperate with all stakehold-
ers involved in the air freight industry, fac-
ing together the challenges that Europe’s 
economic situation has raised. 

For 2013, the ANA air cargo team’s main 
expectations are obviously related to the 
economic outlook for the present year. 

-
cant growth in terms of outbound freight, 

will keep showing a growth trend. 
At the same time, we’ll keep working in 

order to help develop the air freight industry, 

and new markets. We’ll also retain a strong 
level of marketing activity, promoting air 
cargo with producers and exporters.  Lastly, 
we’ll develop an even stronger relationship 
with national authorities such as Customs 
and Border Control. Working together, it’s 
possible to achieve gains in terms of easier 
export and import processes, making our 
airports even more competitive.

A word from the 
host of the 2013  

Air Cargo Handling 
Conference in 

Lisbon, Portugal:
Carlos Seruca 

Salgado, Director 
for Air Cargo, ANA 

Aeroportos de 
Portugal 

ACH Conference 2013
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CONFERENCE DAY ONE

09.15 COAG: One year on
10.00 A healthy cool chain
10.45 Break for refreshments and 

viewing of exhibition
11.15 Bright spots around the world
12.00 What they really, really want
12.45 Break for lunch and viewing of 

exhibition
14.15 Systems update 
15.00 Quality, standards and 

standardisation 
15.45 Break for refreshments and 

viewing of exhibition
16.15 Crisis? What crisis? 

17.00 End of Day One
19.00 Gala dinner 

CONFERENCE DAY TWO

09.15 Opening remarks from  
the chairman

WORKING GROUPS
09.30 Giving customers what  

they want 
10.00 Bright spots
10.30 Break for refreshments and 

viewing of exhibition
11.00 Quality and standards
11.30 Crisis? What crisis? 
12.00 Workshop wrap-up 
12.15 COAG review

13.00 Final words from the chairman
13.15 Lunch – Close of conference

AIR CARGO HANDLING CONFERENCE 2013, LISBON, PORTUGAL 
26th-27th September, Tivoli Lisboa Conference Hotel

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME: CRISIS? WHAT CRISIS?

For further information and  
to view a full listing of the 

conference programme visit:  
http://evaint.com/our-events/

air-cargo-handling-conference-2013



AIR CARGO PORTUGAL
DISCOVER 10 AIRPORTS AND A DEDICATED TEAM
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New advance-information  requirements from international 
security authorities look set to provide a much-needed boost to 
e-freight penetration levels. But this ‘help’ comes with additional 

information responsibilities and liabilities, reports Will Waters



&

This has made it very hard to demonstrate 

return on the IT investments needed. “We W
tration in just three years. IATA wanted to do 

Ambak: E-freight objectives were
slightly ambitious from the beginning
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Increased liability

Customs to the rescue

Compulsion, not collaboration

Ambak. “But if that is what it takes to materi

do with the framework behind it. “With the 

says. “US rules state that if the information 

Compliance challenge

Mitigation layers 

demonstrate to the authorities that we had 

Loos: Regulatory compliance issues 
crucial in IT systems and processes
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Loos believes there are additional ben

we need the information in a way that we 

with the small forwarders.

The illegal drugs example

This feature would also allow staff to ask all 

The role for portals

Harmel says: “There are two sides to the 

then they will have to use it. So either you 
Envirotainer RAP-e2

Harmel: What IT can supply  
here is basically traceability

Hill: No limit on the information that  
can be exchanged between parties 
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Construction will start shortly on MAG’s World Logistics Hub and 

integrated business and logistics district around a major UK airport. 
Will Waters talks to MAG Airport City director John Atkins

OMENT
anchester’s M
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D
espite Heathrow’s role as 
a leading international 
aviation hub, UK airports 
have generally taken a 
rather piecemeal ap-

proach to air cargo infrastructure develop-
ment over the years, and so the advanced 
plans for a ‘World Logistics Hub’ at Man-
chester Airport stand out as a rare attempt 
to create an integrated airport logistics 
complex. Admittedly, the ambitiously named 
development is not on the same scale as a 
Dubai Logistics City, but the £100 million 
World Logistics Hub project is part of airport 
owner MAG’s broader £650 million Airport 
City development and looks set to build 
upon Manchester’s role as the UK’s number 
two bellyhold cargo airport.

Planning permission was granted in Janu-
ary for the Airport City project, which is itself 
the focal point for a wider initiative, the gov-
ernment-designated Greater Manchester 
Enterprise Zone, which aims to transform 
Manchester Airport from a regional trans-
port hub into an international business 
destination in its own right, attracting global 
businesses that would not have otherwise 
located in the region, or even the UK. 

The Airport City Manchester development 

build an integrated business district around 
-

dustrial units, hotels, and retail and leisure 
facilities, in addition to the new logistics in-
frastructure. It is intended to compete with 
existing airport city or ‘aerotropolis’ projects 
in Europe, such as Amsterdam, Frankfurt 

MAG Airport City director John Atkins
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into the existing airside gate,” he says. The 

handling companies and around 50 freight 
forwarding and logistics providers, as well as 

Border Inspection Post facilities. 

Strong interest
He says there has been strong interest. “We 
have got ‘heads of terms’ with two occupi-
ers and we are down to a shortlist of three 
options for a third occupier,” says Atkins. 
All three of these potential occupiers are 
multinational third-party logistics providers 

space for their logistics operations totalling 
5,000-15,000 square metres.

Individual planning applications will 
be dealt with on a plot-by-plot basis via a 

-
fectively the scheme has planning consent 
already, says Atkins. “The parameters have 
been set out within the original consent, 
so as long as the schemes are developed 
within those constraints in terms of size, up 

and Copenhagen – creating a hub for multi-
national businesses that require access to 
a major city and international markets, to 
move people and goods across the world.

Outline planning approval for the World 
Logistics Hub (WLH), which forms the south-
ern part of the development, was granted 
last November by Manchester City Council, 
and construction work on the underlying in-
frastructure is due to start this spring, con-
tinuing for nine to 12 months. MAG’s Airport 
City director John Atkins says: “In the mean-
time, we are talking to potential occupiers 
who are looking to either acquire or build, 

site, which would be going on in parallel with 
some of the infrastructure provisions.” The 

early next year.
The plan is to create up to 130,000 square 

metres of high-quality landside logistics facili-
ties within a 36.9-hectare site, linked to the 
airport’s existing ‘World Freight Terminal’ 
area, to create “a world-class logistics dis-
trict, providing facilities for assembly and pro-
cessing activities for freight forwarders and 
other logistics business, with easy access 
to the airport’s apron, train station and the 
UK motorway network”. The development 
will include a mix of medium-sized and small 
logistics units, ranging from 20,000 square 
metres to around 750 square metres.

Atkins says the WLH is effectively an exten-
sion of the existing cargo centre. “It is literally 
the other side of the road, and so it is linked 

to 14 metres in height, we effectively are 
able to develop within that footprint of 1.4 
million square feet (130,000 square me-
tres). We are expecting to be working on the 

expect to see buildings operational by the 

by spring 2014.”
Atkins believes interested freight forward-

ers and 3PLs will view the facilities on several 
levels. “At the highest level they see it as a 
strategic site, where they may be linking their 
operations at Heathrow to a satellite location 
at Manchester. I’m not suggesting that it’s a 
rival to Heathrow, but there is limited space to 
expand at Heathrow, and many of the same 
operators are operating out of Manchester, 
which is the second largest bellyhold freight 
airport in the UK.”

Within a two-hour drive of 60% of all UK 
businesses and a consumer market of over 24 
million, forwarders may route some business 
through Manchester that could otherwise be 

“But they will also be looking at it from a 
local perspective, as a high-quality logistics 
space with links to an airport, within the 
Manchester conurbation. If you do a search, 
there are limited opportunities in that 
south-west quadrant of Manchester, with 
links with the M56 and the M6.”

He expects the facilities will be used 
mainly, but not exclusively, for the air freight 
business of forwarders and 3PLs. “But most 
of these businesses don’t tend to be single 
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European model
Atkins says the wider Manchester Airport City 
development has been designed around suc-
cessful models such as Schiphol, Munich, 
Copenhagen and Frankfurt. “So we have 
been following a European model, which is 
building a mixed-use airport city out of an ex-
isting substantial airport with over 15-20 mil-
lion passengers,” he says. That has applied 
both to the logistics hub and the wider airport 
city. “The world logistics hub sits within that 
wider proposition,” says Atkins.

So, with the southern English airports 
renowned for making cargo a poor second 
priority to passenger, is there an opportunity 

isting network to offer something different, 
with a model that is more logistics focused?

Atkins responds: “If you look at the Heath-
row model, that is a hub airport and so it is 

cause their scale is different and the purpose 
is different. Manchester is mainly a bellyhold-
driven airport. Having said that, we have got 
two runways and therefore we do have some 
availability of slots for freighters, so we have 
a mixed opportunity for freighters and for bel-
lyhold freight. So we have got capacity.”

But Manchester’s role will remain differ-
ent from that of East Midlands airport, the 
integrator-specialist airport also owned by 
MAG. Although there could be elements of 

essential to make the WLH viable. 

the space to support a full-European-scale 
integrator hub within the airport site at Man-
chester, just because of the dedicated aprons 
that are required, and the land that would be 
required in order to achieve that,” he says. 
“We have got more of the space available to 
do that within an East Midlands model rather 
than a Manchester model. Having said that, 
there are some sub-elements to the integra-
tor model that you could see operating, but it 

that they will have a range of activities that 
they’re providing out of a hub-based loca-
tion such as an airport, which might include 
their air business but may also include some 
sea freight business and high-value logistics 
elements.  That is true of the existing cargo 
area as well, in our experience; a majority of 
those operators will have a mixed-mode op-
eration – apart from the transit sheds that 
are just dealing with freight going into and 
out of the airside areas.”

Meaningful network
Manchester is clearly not expecting to rival 
an airport such as Heathrow in terms of size 
or airline connections – its annual cargo 
volumes of around 110,000 tonnes are 
roughly one tenth of those of Heathrow. Nev-
ertheless, the airport has built up a mean-
ingful network of long-haul bellyhold cargo 
capacity, in addition to a handful of freighter 
destinations. Scheduled freighter services 
are currently limited to thrice-weekly Cathay 

Cargo’s thrice-weekly connection between 
Houston, Dallas-Fort Worth and Frankfurt. 
But the airport has a total of 69 scheduled 

the Middle East and Asia, and a total of 50 

Long-haul passenger services east include 

Etihad twice daily to Abu Dhabi; Turkish twice 
daily to Istanbul; and daily Qatar services to 
Doha. Asia services include Singapore Airlines 
six days a week and a total of seven weekly 
connections with Pakistan via a combination 
of Pakistan International Airlines and Air Blue. 

with Chicago and JFK (American), Atlanta 
(Delta), Newark (United), and Philadelphia 
(US Airways). “So there is good route develop-
ment,” says Atkins. “There is a plan to attract 
a Chinese airline as well.”

would be a more satellite type operation.”

within seven or eight years. “One of the things 
that we will be looking at is the opportunity to 
potentially do some speculative development, 
depending on where we get to with the part-
ner process,” says Atkins. “We will be working 
with a partner, so clearly that needs to be a 
joint decision. But I’ll be part of the process.” 

MAG is seeking a joint venture co-invest-
ment and development partner or partners 
for the Airport City project, and in Decem-
ber appointed leading global property advi-
sor, CBRE, to manage the tender process 
on its behalf.  

Economic environment
Atkins says the ambitions of the projects are 
in no way dimmed by the current economic 
environment. “We announced the project 
two years ago, and so its origins are more 
within the current circumstances, which you 
could argue are improving rather than get-
ting worse,” he points out.

There are lofty local ambitions to poten-
tially boost exports from the Greater Man-
chester region from the commercialisation 
of the wonder-material Graphene, which 
was originally isolated at nearby Univer-
sity of Manchester, and an initiative to revive 
Britain’s textile trade in Manchester with a 
re-born so-called ‘Cottonopolis’. Moves to 
‘rebalance’ the UK economy as a whole in 
favour of manufacturing and exports may 

region around the airport. Atkins believes the 
region will see growth, but says the success 
of the WLH project is not dependent on the 

“I think it is more about logistics supply 
chains throughout industry,” says Atkins. 
“So it could be anything from fashion to 
pharmaceuticals, or aviation-based prod-
ucts as well; the usual higher-value air 
freight type units.”



Riding the sky
with the most
comfortable 
company.

liveanimals@cargolux.com   |   www.cargolux.com

Peace of mind with Cargolux’s
state-of-the-art horse stalls
Our new-generation horse stalls offer maximum safety 
and comfort to your valuable horses while they are travelling 
aboard one of our modern 747 freighter aircraft equipped 
with multi-zone air conditioning. Fully EASA and FAA certified, 
our collapsible horse stalls have been developed to ensure 
the well-being of horses during their journey by air. Made 
of durable, robust and light-weight materials, Cargolux 
horse stalls offer ample space for three horses and a safe 
groom area to take care of these precious animals while 
they are riding the sky.
Rest easy while we’re flying your horse to destination.



WFS EUROPE 
6, rue du Pavé -Cargo 6
BP 11546 Tremblay en France
95709 Roissy Charles de Gaulle, 
FRANCE
Tel : +33 1 70 76 00 00 

WFS NORTH AMERICA
1925 W. John Carpenter Freeway
Suite 450, Irving, Texas 75063, 
USA
Tel : +1 786 388 9320

WFS ASIA PACIFIC, MIDDLE EAST
Worldwide House 1501A
19 Des Voeux Road Central, 
HONG KONG 
Tel : +852 2801 2980

AFS (SOUTH AFRICA)
Unit 14-17 Foreign Airlines Cargo Terminals 
O.R. Tambo International Airport 
PO Box 1091, 
Kempton Park 1620. 
SOUTH AFRICA
Tel : +27 (0)11 390 9900
Email: info@afssa.aero

www.wfs.aero

WFS : Cargo handling solutions on four 
continents

The global reach of WFS now extends to Africa, 
with the launch of Africa Flight Services - AFS - at 
Johannesburg and Cape Town International Airports. 
Providing world class cargo handling at both stations, 
this joint venture partnership with Airlink Cargo is set 
to expand through southern Africa.
 
The WFS group, world number one in cargo 
handling, is poised to soon become the European 
leader in all ground handling services.
 
With its upcoming growth, serving more than 120 
stations with 10,000 people, WFS will continue to 
meet our industry’s challenges the world over.


